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Do you have a new product for our new products section?
 Send us the product and 100 words of explanation.

BlackStrap Industries Introduces 
Versatile Mossy Oak Camo Facemask

BEND, OR – BlackStrap Industries is excited to introduce 
its versatile facemask/neck tube, full hood balaclava, and 
adjustable bandanna now available in Mossy Oak Break-
Up®, Duck Blind® and Brush®. The BlackStrap facemask 
(MTN-RMR) is great for any outdoor activity from fishing 
to hunting to hiking and camping.

The facemask has characteristics that will make it a 
fisherman’s best asset. It has SPF properties to block out 
harmful UV rays and prevent burns. It is wind and water 
resistant for cold or rainy days. The facemask is made of 
quality material that can be dipped in salt or fresh water 
and worn for a cool down effect. The fabric can withstand 
salt water, chlorines and will not come apart or fade.

The BlackStrap facemask can be a hunter’s most effective 
accessory as well. The lens-safe outer material is great for 
wiping down scopes and binoculars without scratching. An 
antibacterial treatment blocks scent to help hunters remain 
undetected. The micro fiber, breathable inner fleece wicks 
moisture and dries quickly. The facemask material is ultra 
silent with super stretch and will keep you cool on warmer 
weather hunts and warm on the cold weather hunts.

For more information on BlackStrap Industries, call 
541-977-4047.

Chocolate Lab Flag

Indoor/Outdoor flags 
are 28” x 40” and are made 
from 2 pieces of fabric 
sewn back to back to with-
stand even the most severe 
weather.

From original paintings 
by Pollyanna Pickering, 
these endearing portrait 
flags feature the most pop-
ular breeds and are avail-
able in two sizes, Portrait 
and Garden.

info@dogflags.com
Best of Breed
28 Harrison Ave.,
Bldg. 7, Ste. 210
Englishtown, NJ 07726
732-446-9370

$28.95
www.dogflags.com


